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 UNIVERSAL HEALING TAO® System 
Certified Instructor - Case Study Form  

for becoming a UHT Certified Instructor 
274/1 Moo.7, Luang Nua, Doi Saket, Chiang Mai 50220, Thailand 

Email: universaltao@universal-tao.com Website: www.universal-tao.com 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Applicant profile to become UHT Certified Instructor 

 
 

 
Dear UHT Certified Instructor Applicant,    
After your certification as UHT Associate Instructor, you have gained at least 6 months of teaching 
experience. To reach the next level of a 'UHT Certified Instructor', fifteen completed UHT Certified 
Instructor Case Study Forms are needed. To train and develop your skills, Grand-Master Mantak Chia 
wants you to show your UHT Basic practices for this part of your UHT Certified Instructor 
trainingeducation. ForWithin each of the 15 teaching sessions with students (partners, clients, friends or 
relatives), you (applicanttrainee) askbeg your students to fill out the following questionnaire. Theseis 15 
filled in UHT Certified Instructor Case Study Forms are part of your  own education. Please observe the 
legal regulations valid in your country. 
 
Thank you very much!  
UHT Certified Instructor is the second trainingeducation step into the UNIVERSAL HEALING TAO® System 
of Grandmaster Mantak Chia. I confirm that I will not publish, teach, or in any form or way attempt to 
impart the principles of the Universal Healing Tao to the public, until such time as I have received 
personally from Grandmaster Mantak Chia, or his representative, the training, testing and certification 
necessary to become a qualified practitioner of the UNIVERSAL HEALING TAO® practices. 
 
Letter of agreement  
Hereby I confirm, hereby,  with my signature that I have been informed ofabout the general conditions and 
principles of the UHT System and I agree with them. I have also been informed that all my data collection is 
voluntary.  
 

 
 
 
 
Date Certified Instructor Applicant in print letters                    Signature 

 
 

Please send in or hand-in over this application, oin page one, and the 15 completed case study forms to 
the   UHT Senior Instructor Level 2 who is going to evaluatecertify you. 

Surname Applicant  

Name First 

NameApplicant   

e-mail  Mobile Phone  

Zip/post code  City  

Street / No.  Birthday  

C t   St t   

 

mailto:universaltao@universal-tao.com
http://www.universal-tao.com/
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QUESTIONNAIRE - TO BE FILLED IN BY THE STUDENT 
 

Please fill in the form, and note how many sessions you have attended ……..        after how many single sessions it is 
done: after……..sessions 
 

1. Name :  Surname : 

2. Gender:      female      male      prefer not to sayelse A Age : 

3. E-mail   Country: 

 
1.UHT Three Fires - 6 Directions 

 

  YES      ??      NO Could you feel/visualize the earth energy? 

  YES      ??      NO Could you feel/visualize the Tan Tien fire? 

  YES      ??      NO Could you feel/visualize the kidney fire? 

  YES      ??      NO Could you feel/visualize the heart fire? 

  YES      ??      NO Could you feel/visualize the universal energy from the six directions? 

         YES      ??      NO Could you see /visualize the violet light? 

         YES      ??      NO Could you see /visualize golden light? 

         YES      ??      NO Could you feel an energy movement  improvement of the energy movement in the 

microcosmic orbit? 

 Describe briefly your experience: 

 

 
 
  
 
 
         2. UHT Passing Energy 
 

  YES      ??      NO Could you feel the activation of the Tan Tien and Door of Life? 

  YES      ??      NO Could you feel energy the moveving energy in the back channel   

  YES      ??      NO Could you feel  the moving energy move in the front channel 

  YES      ??      NO Could you feel the connection to the jade pillow / cranial  

  YES      ??      NO Could you feel athe quality difference in the quality of water between for and in the 

beginning and after activation 

 Describe briefly your experience: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

I am aware that the UNIVERSAL HEALING TAO® System is primarily an educational process enabling me to care 
for myself in a more informed way. I know that I am responsible for my own physical, emotional, mental, and 
spiritual well-being. This training will enable me to better understand myself and become capable of functioning 
more fully as a complete being in harmony with myself. I am not here to be treated for any illness, disease, or 
disability. With theseis Taoist meditations and Qi Gong practices, taught by after Grandmaster Mantak Chia, no 
diagnoses are made, it can in no case replace athe visit with the doctor. 
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Date  Student  Signature 
 


